ENDING FEDERAL CLAWBACKS OF REFUNDABLE TAX CREDITS FOR PANDEMIC
RELIEF RECIPIENTS
Issue
Low- and moderate-income Canadians whose incomes were temporarily bolstered by
pandemic benefits have had, and will continue to have, federal refundable tax credits clawed
back in full or in part. For those who received the Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB),
this has already occurred, but for those who received the Canada Recovery Benefit (CRB) or are
receiving the Canada Worker Lockdown Benefit (CWLB), this will happen in July 2022 and July
2023, respectively, when refundable tax credits are recalculated.

Recommendations
1. The Government of Canada should end the claw back of CRB and CWLB income from
refundable tax credit payments in the 2021 and 2022 tax seasons. This can be achieved by
adding a line to the personal income tax form to net out CRB and CWLB income from the
calculation of refundable tax credits. (Pandemic relief benefits would still be considered
income for the purposes of calculating income tax owed, just not for calculation of eligibility
for refundable tax credits.)
2. The Government of Canada should fully reimburse individuals whose refundable tax
credits received in 2021 were clawed back because of 2020 CERB and/or CRB income, as it
has announced it will do for GIS recipients who experienced clawbacks due to CERB and/or
CRB income.

Background
CERB and CRB provided a firm financial floor for more than 8.9 million people that helped
them pay for basic expenses, such as rent, food, and utilities.1 The CWLB now provides a
reduced level of financial support to people laid off due to lockdowns.
Because the CERB and CRB are considered taxable income, people who receive federal and
provincial refundable tax credits have seen these benefits clawed back or lost their eligibility
entirely – despite no longer receiving pandemic benefits. This impacts the income affected
individuals receive from the Canada Child Benefit (CCB), the Canada Workers Benefit (CWB),
and the GST/HST Tax Credit, as well as provincial refundable tax credits.
Clawbacks to the CWB will negatively affect low-income individuals, particularly single,
working-age adults. For example, a single worker making $23,000 per year could lose the
entire CWB value of $1,395.2
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While the CCB will not be clawed back from low-income parents with young and school-aged
children, parents with moderate incomes will see significant clawbacks. A single mother with
two children earning $32,000, for example, will see her CCB and other refundable tax credit
payments reduced by $3,522.3
The federal government’s persistence in clawing back pandemic relief from its refundable tax
credits is a clear case of “do as I say, not what I do,” as it directly contradicts its request that
provincial governments treat pandemic benefits as refundable tax credits and refrain from
clawing them back from social assistance and other provincial benefits.
In some cases, federal clawbacks of refundable tax credits have been compounded by
provincial social assistance clawbacks4 and rent increases of up to 500% for people living in
rent-geared-to-income housing.5 Some people who received the CERB/CRB and were ineligible
have paid it back and still had their refundable tax credits clawed back.6
The recent decision to reimburse seniors whose GIS was clawed back is a welcome and
positive step, but the same principle must be applied to CCB, CWB, and GST/HST Tax Credit
recipients. More work is needed to ensure that no one whose income was temporarily
bolstered by CERB/CRB/CWLB will see their refundable tax credits reduced on this basis.

Rationale
The purpose of CERB, CRB, and CWLB was to financially stabilize Canadians impacted by
reduced earnings and job losses, prevent hardship, and enable people at risk to stay home
safely. By these measures, these emergency programs were unqualified successes.
Refundable tax credits are among the top tools in the federal government’s poverty
reduction toolbox and are a vital lifeline for low-income Canadians. Clawing them back, when
most of those concerned are no longer receiving pandemic benefits, has caused the most
vulnerable individuals and households significant financial hardship and will similarly impact
many modest-income households in 2022 if urgent action is not taken.
The objectives of CERB/CRB/CWLB are still paramount and require that struggling low- and
moderate-income individuals and households are not punished now for accessing pandemic
relief they so urgently needed. We are still in a pandemic, arguably the worst wave yet, people
with low/moderate incomes continue to bear the economic brunt, and they remain the only
economic group for whom rates of financial strain and hardship continue to grow.7
65% of Canadian households with incomes under $50,000 are experiencing financial hardship
and over 40% are unable to meet their essential expenses.8 If the government is sincere in
wanting to effect an inclusive and equitable recovery, then there is nothing to be gained
economically from adding financial stress to households most in need of our support.
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The results of the last election showed that Canadians appreciate the government’s efforts to
“have their backs” and understand that extraordinary measures and expenditures are
necessary to protect the most vulnerable in this pandemic and to enable everyone to
participate in our eventual economic recovery.
A plan is needed to ensure that vulnerable people are repaid the income they lost when their
refundable tax benefits were clawed back because of CERB and to guarantee that CRB and
CWLB are not clawed back from refundable tax credit payments in the 2021 and 2022 tax
years.
This would protect financially struggling Canadians from deeper poverty and hardship and
demonstrate, once again, the government’s commitment to ensuring all Canadians are
supported to make it through this pandemic safely.
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